**TECHNOCENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MARIBOR (TCUM)**

**PUBLIC EQUIVALENT**

**COUNTRY / REGION:**
Slovenia / Drava region

**CONTACT:**
Dr. Anton Habjanič
http://www.tehnocenter.si/en
anton.habjanic@tehnocenter.si
+386 2 2355 365

**ADDRESS:**
Krekova ulica 2
2000 Maribor
Slovenia

**WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:**
- focus on business-academia collaboration, promotion of science, innovation support for business and organization of innovation ecosystems;
- our target groups are SMEs, researchers and business support organizations;
- our best offers are innovation support and conducting in-depth analyses and feasibility studies regarding the organization of innovation ecosystems and setting up technology&innovation centers;
- has extensive contacts in business and academic environment in Slovenia and internationally, has knowledge and capacity to organize and coordinate an innovation ecosystem;
- has advanced experiences in international arena, from participating in various international projects, organizing different international events to membership in different international networks;

**WHAT I WANT TO GET OUT OF THE NETWORK:**
- cross-country collaboration;
- exchange of good practices;
- new contacts;
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